Atomic Target Practice Lab Answers
atomic target practice - flinn scientific - atomic target practice continued 3 216 linn scientific nc all ights
eserve atomic target practice post-lab questions 1. draw the general size and shape of the target to
approximate scale in the square below. rutherford’s atomic interaction “atomic target practice ... rutherford’s atomic interaction “atomic target practice” *adapted flinn chemtopic labs –atomic & electron
structure vol. 3 background: earnest rutherford came across the presence of "atoms" indirectly. using an
"alpha-cannon" to shoot alpha particles (helium nuclei - 2+ charge) at a metallic foil, rutherford lab1--atomic
target practice - sharpschool - lab 1: atomic target practice rutherford scattering and the nuclear atom
adapted from flinn chemtopic labs objective: discover by indirect means the size and shape of an unknown
object. safety: use marbles as they are intended to be used! materials: “black box,” marbles, 2 sheets of white
paper, pencil, tape pre-lab: atomic target practice - ihmc public cmaps (3) - chem10: lab: atomic target
practice 1. tomorrow’s activity is a simulation of rutherford’s scattering experiments. read the entire procedure
and compare the components used in this simulation (the marbles, the board, the unseen object, and the
traced path of the marbles) to rutherford’s original experiments. rutherford atomic target practice lab
name block pre-lab ... - rutherford atomic target practice lab name _____ block _____ pre-lab questions: 1.
what do each of the following components represent from rutherford’s gold foil experiment? a. marble b.
unknown shape c. traced path d. cardboard 2. what general information about the target can be inferred based
on where the marble rolls in one end and out the atomic target practice - oregon high school - atomic
target practice “it was like firing a 15-inch shell at a piece of tissue paper and it came back and hit you”
-ernest rutherford introduction: rutherford’s experiments have been described as a “black box” experiment –
he didn’t know the structure of what he was working with and it was too small for him to see. name: honors
chemistry section: minilab: atomic target ... - name: honors chemistry section: minilab: atomic target
practice pre-lab questions 1. this activity is a simulation of rutherford’s scattering experiments. read the entire
procedure and compare the components used in this simulation (the marbles, the board, the unseen object,
unit 2 bonding & atomic structure syllabus - 2.1 basic atomic structure guided notes: subatomic particles,
rutherford experiment, atomic target practice activity pg 30 2.2 ions, isotopes, and weighted atomic mass pg
31 2.3 general properties of the periodic table pg 31 2.4 & 2.5 electron configuration & quantum numbers pg
32-33 2.6 energy calculations and flame test lab pg 33 rutherford atomic model: hidden obstacles
teacher version - rutherford atomic model: hidden obstacles teacher version this lab demonstrates the
techniques that scientists used over a century ago to determine the basic structure of the atom. by rolling
marbles past hidden obstacles and observing their trajectories, students will be able to make inferences on the
shape and size of the obstacles. atomic target practice - tamchemistryhart.weebly - page 3 - atomic
target practice _____ 6. form a working hypothesis concerning the structure of the unknown target. based on
this hypothesis, repeat as many “targeted” marble rolls as necessary to either confirm or revise the structure.
7. check your final results with your teacher. chemistry - lee academy - elements atomic mass is calculated.
lab: atomic target-- flinn chemtopictm labs vol. 3 "atomic target practice--rutherford scattering and the nuclear
atom" description: this lab helps establish the connection between energy levels and electron scatter. lab:
flame test-- flinn chemtopictm vol. 3 "flame tests--atomic emission and electron energy ... learning targets
chemistry unit week 2 - rowan.k12 - students will next work in groups to complete the activity, “atomic
target practice”. in this activity, students will place a double sheet of paper (taped together) over top of a
cardboard frame. under the cardboard is a wooden block in a geometric shape. students will shoot the marble
under the frame and trace the path the marble takes. lab 1. basic skills: dilutions, micropipettes and ... 3/30/06 lab 1. basic skills 1.1 lab 1. basic skills: dilutions, micropipettes and spectrophotometry there are three
parts to this exercise: i. concepts and calculations for dilutions and solutions ii. use and calibration of
micropipettes ... target analogy to illustrate accuracy and precision
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